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This paper studies the long time behavior of the solution to the initial boundary value problems for a class of nonlinear 
strongly damped Kirchhoff type wave equations:  





 PP  
Firstly, we prove the existence and uniqueness of the solution by priori estimate and the Galerkin method. Then we obtain 
to the existence of the global attractor. Finally, we consider that the estimation of the upper bounds of Hausdorff and 
fractal dimensions for the global attractor is obtained.  
Key words: The nonlinear strong damping; Kirchhoff wave equation; The existence and uniqueness; Global attractor; 
Hausdorff dimension; Ftactal dimension  
1  Introduction 
It is well known that the dynamical systems that arise in physics, chemistry or biology, are often generated by a partial 
differential equation or a functional differential equation and thus the underlying state space is infinite-dimensional. The 
long time behavior of many dynamical systems generated by evolution equations can be described naturally in term of 
attractors of corresponding semigroups. The attractor is a basic concept in the study of the asymptotic behavior of 
solutions for the nonlinear evolution equations with various dissipation. 
In recent years, many scholars have made useful researches for the existence of global attractors and their dimensions 
estimation about some the infinite dimension dynamic systems[1,2,3,4,5]. 
In this paper, we are concerned with the Kirchhoff type wave equations with nonlinear strongly damped terms referred to 
as follows:  
 ,)(=)(|||| 2111
  RPP inxfuuuuuuuu qt
p
tttt   (1) 
 ,),(=,0)();(=,0)( 10 xxuxuxuxu t  (2) 
 .0,=|),(0,=|),(   xtxutxu  (3) 
 where   is a bounded domain in NR  with smooth boundary  , and  ,,1  are positive constants, and the 
assumptions on )( 2PP u  will be specified later. 










ttt    (4) 
 where ),(= txuu  is the lateral displacement at the space coordinate x  and the time t , E  is the Young modules, h  is 
the cross-section area,   is the mass density, L  is the length, 0p  is the initial axial tension,   is the resistance 
modules and f  is the external force. 
Yang Zhijian, Ding Pengyan and Liu Zhiming [7] studied the Global attractor for the Kirchhoff type equations with strong 
nonlinear damping and supercritical nonlinearity:  
 
 ,)(=)()()( 22  RPPPP inxhufuuuuu ttt   (5) 
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 .),(=,0)(),(=,0)(0,=|),( 10  xxuxuxuxutxu t  (6) 
 where   is a bounded domain in NR  with the smooth boundary  , )(s , )(s  and )(sf  are nonlinear 
functions, and )(xh  is an external force term. 
Yang Zhijian, Wang Yunqing [8] also studied the global attractor for the Kirchhoff type equation with a strong dissipation:  
 ,)(=)()()( 2  RPP inxfuguhuuuMu tttt  (7) 










 ,   is a bounded domain in NR , with smooth boundary   , )(sh  and 
)(sg  are nonlinear functions, and )(xf  is an external force term. 
Recently, Meixia Wang, Cuicui Tian, Guoguang Lin [9] studied the global attractor and dimension estimation for a 2D 
generalized Anisotropy Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation:  
 ,),(),(=))(())(( 22 Ryxxfuguuuu yyxxt    (9) 
 ,),(),,(=|),,( 200= Ryxyxutyxu t   (10) 
 .),(0,=|),,(0,=|),,( 20= Ryxtyxutyxu    (11) 
 where 
2R  is bounded set;   is the bound of  ; )(u  and )(ug  are considered as smooth functions of 
),,( tyxu . 
There have been many researches on the long-time behavior of solutions to the nonlinear damped wave equations with 
delays. For more related results we refer the reader to [10]-[13]. In order to make these equations more normal, in section 
2 and in section 3, some assumptions, notations and the main results are stated. Under these assumptions, we prove the 
existence and uniqueness of solution, then we obtain the global attractors for the problems (1.1)-(1.3). According to [9]-
[13], in section 4, we consider that the global attractor of the above mentioned problems (1.1)-(1.3) has finite Hausdorff 
dimensions and fractal dimensions. 
2  Statement of main results 
For convenience, we denote the norm and scalar product in )(2 L  by PP.  and (.,.);  
)(= xff , )(= pp LL , )(= kk HH , )(= 00 
kk HH , 2= L
PPPP  , .= p
L
p PPPP   
In this section, we present some assumptions and notations needed in the proof of our results. For this reason, we 
assume that 
)( 1G  )(
2PP u  :   RR  is a differentiable function; 
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where uuv t = , })({1,<<0 1




0 ))((=(0) PPPPPP uuvW   , 












Proof. Let uuv t =  , We multiply v  with both sides of equation (1.1) and obtain  





 PP  (3) 











































































































































































































p , according to Embedding Theorem  
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                                                              (12) 









































































Next, we take proper 1, , such that: )(
2
1 PP u , 









  PPPPPP u
dt
d





















uK  PPPP  (16) 
Multiplying(2.16) by 








u     PPPP  (17) 











 PP  (18) 
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 PP  (19) 













































, then  
 .)()( 1 CtWtW
dt
d



































q , according to Embedding Theorem )()( 110 
qLH ° , let 
})({1,=<0 1
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 Lemma 2. In addition to the assumptions of Lemma 1, )(),( 21 GG  hold. 
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where uuv t = , })({1,<<0 1


















Proof. Let uuv t  = , We multiply v  with both sides of equation (1.1) and obtain  





 PP  (27) 
By using Ho lder’s inequality, Young’s inequality and Poincar e ’s inequality, we deal with the terms in (2.27), one by one 

































































































































































By using Interpolation Theorem and Embedding Theorem:  
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 PP  (39) 
 where 211 ,,,,  M  is constants. 
At last, we take proper 1, , such that:  
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 , then  
 .)()( 2 CtUtU
dt
d















  (41) 
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 3  Global attractor 
3.1 The existence and uniqueness of solution 













































2  HHH , )()(),(
1
0210  Huu H , )(
1
0 Hf , uuv t = , so Equation (1.1) 
exists a unique smooth solution  
 )).()(),([0,),( 102 
 HLvu H  (1) 
 Proof. By the Galerkin method, Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, we can easily obtain the existence of Solutions. Next, we prove 
the uniqueness of Solutions in detail. 
Assume vu,  are two solutions of the problems (1.1)-(1.3), let vuw = , then 
0=)(=,0)(0,=)(=,0)( 10 xwxwxwxw t  and the two equations subtract and obtain  
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 By using Ho lder’s inequality, Young’s inequality and Poincar e ’s inequality. 
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dt
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 PP . 




































































































































tt    (15) 





tt wwww PPPPPPPP    (16) 
 So , we can get 021
2  PPPP wwt  , because of 0=)(0,=)( 10 xwxw . 
That shows that  
 0.=0,= 22 PPPP wwt   
 That is  
 0.=),( txw  
 Therefore  
 .= vu  
 So we get the uniqueness of the solution.  
 Remark 3.1. Under the assumptions of Lemma 1, Lemma 2 and Theorem 3.1, We claim that 
))(),((=),)(( 10 tutuuutS t . Then )(tS  composes a continuous semigroup in )()(
1
02  HH . 
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3.2  Global attractor 
Theorem 3.2 [1,2]  Let E  be a Banach space, and 0))}(({ ttS  are the semigroup operator on E. 
IStStStSEEtS =(0)0),,)(()(=)(,:)(   , where I is a unit operator. The semigroup operator )(tS  
satisfies the following conditions. 
1) )(tS  is uniformly bounded, namely RuR E  PP0,> , it exists a constant )(RC , so that  
 ));[0,)(()(  tRCutS EPP  
 2) It exists a bounded absorbing set EB 0 , namely, EB , it exists a constant 0t , so that  
 );()( 00 ttBBtS   
 where 0B  and B  are bounded sets. 
3) When )(0,> tSt  is a completely continuous operator A. 
Therefore, the semigroup operator S(t) exists a compact global attractor.  






















 is the bounded 
absorbing set of 
1
02 HH  and satisfies 



















02:)( HHtS  HH , here 
)()(= 102  HE H . 



























 ).),(0,( 00 Bvut   
 This shows that 0))(( ttS  is uniformly bounded in )()( 102  HH . 















 So we get 0B  is the bounded absorbing set. 
(3) Since )()(:=)()(:= 220
1
021  LEHE H°H  is compact embedded, which means that the 
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bounded set in 1E  is the compact set in 0E , so the semigroup operator S(t) exists a compact global attractor A . 







A .  
4  The estimates of the upper bounds of Hausdorff and fractal dimensions for the 
global attractor 
In order to obtain an estimate of the upper bounds of Hausdorff and fractal dimensions for the global attractor A  of the 




 RPP inxfuhAuuAAuu ttt   (17) 
 ,),(=,0)();(=,0)( 10 xxuxuxuxu t  (18) 
 .0,=|),(0,=|),(  xtxAutxu  (19) 
 Let Au=- u , uuuuuh qt
p
t
11 ||||=)(    , where   is a bounded domain in NR  with smooth boundary  , 
and  ,,1  are positive constants. We consider the abstract linearized equations of the above equations as follows:  
 ,= FUAUUt   (20) 
 .=(0),=0  tUU  (21) 
 Let )(),(100 tUHU   is the solution of the problems (4.20)-(4.21). We can prove that the problems (4.20)-(4.21) have 
a unique solution )).(,(0,)),(,(0, 210 
 LTLUHTLU t  The equation (4.20) is the linearized equation by the 
equation (4.17). 
Define the mapping )(=)(:)(
00
tUtLstLs uu  .  







0 tttStututtSLHERR ttEE   HVHVPPPP
Lemma 4.1 [11]  Assume H is a Hilbert space, 0E  is a compact set of H.  
HEtS 0:)(  is a continuous mapping,satisfy the follow conditions. 
1) 0>,=)( 00 tEEtS ; 
2) If )(tS  is Fr e chet differentiable, it exists a bounded linear differential operator 
0>)),,(;(),( 000 tEELRCtL 



















 where )}(),({},{:),( 0 tUtUtL t . )(tU  is the solution of problems (4.20)-(4.21). 
The proof of lemma 4.1 see ref. [11] , is omitted here. 
According to Lemma 4.1, we can get the following theorem :  
Theorem 4.1 [11,12] Let A  is the global attractor that we obtain in section 3. In that case, A  has finite Hausdorff 
dimensions and fractal dimensions in )())()(( 10
1





dnd FH  AA . 
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Proof. Firstly, we rewrite the equations (4.18)(4.17),  into the first order abstract evolution equations in 0E . 
Let },{== uuuR t   , },{},{: uuuuuR tt   , is an isomorphic mapping. So let A  is the global 











 min , then   satisfies as follows:  
 ,=)( fht    (22) 
 .},{=(0) 010
Tuuu   (23) 























 PP  (24) 
  ).(=)(:=  hfFt   (25) 
  ).(= tt FP  (26) 





t UuhPhUUUP })({0,=)(,},{=  . The initial condition (4.21) can be written in the following form:  
 .},{=,=(0) 0EP   (28) 
 We take Nn , then consider the corresponding n solutions: .,...,,=( 21 nPPPP  )0EPj   of the initial values: 


























from 0)(=)(  S , we get )},()(=)(),({}=,{:)( 0110  uuvuuuvuS t   
)}()(=)(),({=)(  uuvu tt  . 
Here u is the solution of the problems (4.19)(4.17) ;   represents the outer product, Tr represents the trace, 
),...,,;,(=)( 210 nnn QQ    is an orthogonal projection from the space HV=0E  to the subspace spanned 
by )}.(),...,(),({ 21  nPPP  
For a given time  , let njjjjj nj 1,2,...,=)}(.{1,2,...,=)},(),({=)(   is the standard orthogonal basis of the 
space )](),...,(),([=)( 21
0
 nEn PPPspanQ . 
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),( E  is the inner product in 0E . Then 
),)((),(=),)(();,(),(=}),{},,({
000
jjtEjjEjjtE uhF    ; 
Let jjjA  = , here j  is the eigenvalue of characteristic vector j  about A. Using the method similar to the priori 





































, let  1= l . 
Now, suppose that A},{ 10 uu , according to theorem 3.3, A  is a bounded absorbing set in 1E . 
},{=)();()(,)}()(),({=)( 1 HV  AuuADADtuEtututut t  . 


























 where PP jjt uh  ,)(  meets: PPPPPP jsjjjt ruh  ,)( . 



























Ejjj PPPPPP   , due to njj 1,2,...,=)}({   is a standard orthogonal basis in 
0











F PP   (33) 






























QTrF   (35) 
 Let us assume that A},{ 10 uu , is equivalent to .},{= 0100 A Ruuu   
Then  
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  (38) 
 From (4.36), when n , 0nq . By the compactness of the operator 
1A , we can get further to :When 







  (39) 























































    (42) 
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